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BLUE SELF-PORTRAIT
Noémi Lefebvre
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY
Sophie Lewis

A woman looks back on an affair with a composer in a cerebral, feminist, Bernhardian debut.

On a flight from Berlin to Paris, a woman haunted by German composer Arnold Schoenberg’s self-portrait reflects on her romantic encounter with a German-American pianist-composer. Obsessive, darkly comic, and full of angst, Blue Self-Portrait unfolds among Berlin’s cultural institutions, but is located in the mid-air flux between contrary impulses, with repetitions and variations that explore the possibilities and limitations of art, history, and connection.

“FOR A SHORT NOVEL, BLUE SELF-PORTRAIT YOKES TOGETHER AN EXTRAORDINARY PROFUSION OF IDEAS.”
EIMEAR MCBRIDE

“In this devilishly virtuosic text, which also evokes contrapuntal music, Noémi Lefebvre writes like a genuine composer. It’s rare to find a writer successfully able to lend a musical shape to their text. Lefebvre has taken on the challenge in this astonishing, vertiginous account.”—Le Figaro littéraire

NOÉMI LEFEBVRE was born in 1964 in Caen, and now lives in Lyon, France. She is the author of three novels, all of which have garnered intense critical success: her debut novel L’Autoportrait bleu (2009), L’état des sentiments à l’âge adulte (2012) and L’enfance politique (2015).

SOPHIE LEWIS is a literary editor and translator from French and Portuguese into English. She has translated Stendhal, Jules Verne, Marcel Aymé, Violette Leduc, Emmanuelle Pagano, and João Gilberto Noll, among others.

“WERE WE TO NOTE THE MUSICAL EXPRESSION WITH WHICH BLUE SELF-PORTRAIT IS PERFORMED, IT WOULD BE CON BRAVURA, OR EVEN SCATENATO: UNCHAINED, WILDLY.”
BOMB MAGAZINE

One piece of luck: I didn’t explain to the pianist how to play the piano, it was touch and go, I told myself later in the plane, it was a close-run thing, I could very well have done it, I’m perfectly capable, I know I’m capable of explaining the art of the well-tempered keyboard to a pianist as if I myself were a virtuoso. I don’t know anything about music, I’m sitting in front of a virtuoso pianist and explaining exactly how your fingers should rest on the keys, see what I’m capable of. I’m explaining to him how to do it, as if the virtuoso pianist were just waiting for me all along to show him the best way to go about it at last, as if he was going to be filled with wonder at all the little pianistic techniques that I would generously furnish him with so he could improve his playing and become even more virtuosic thanks to me. I truly am capable of leading a masterclass for a great pianist of worldwide renown. Of explaining (I can just see myself) how one ought to tackle the second movement of Beethoven’s Concerto in C major, for example, the opening attack, the crisp yet simultaneously resonant C chord and, in sweeping overview, on the generosity – I could hear myself in full flow – discoursing upon the generosity in Beethoven as if this were possible, and then upon the detail, a marginally lighter touch here, a little more color there . . .
DARKER WITH THE LIGHTS ON
David Hayden

Wry, intimate, and startlingly imaginative, Hayden’s stories bring a sharpness and a strange-ness to the everyday.

Driven hypnotically forward by a powerful, deeply felt narrative force, the stories in this debut collection pull off that rare trick of captivating the reader, while twisting the form into truly new shapes. With an imagist’s flair for photographic observation and unsettling, often startling, emotional landscapes, Darker With the Lights On introduces a mesmeric new literary talent with seismic potential.

“IT’S AN OPEN SECRET THAT DAVID HAYDEN IS ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING SHORT STORY WRITERS AROUND.” EIMEAR MCBRIDE

“Quietly innovative, subtle of tone, full of feeling—this is a superb debut.”
— Kevin Barry

“One of the most startlingly brilliant and original debuts I’ve ever read. Hayden is one hell of a talent.”—David Collard

“Very, very fine fictions, which captivate and seduce the reader . . . Beautiful, luminous, and written with poetic economy and precision.”—David Winters

DAVID HAYDEN’s writing has appeared in Granta, gorse, and The Stinging Fly. He was shortlisted for the 25th RTÉ Francis MacManus Short Story prize. Born in Dublin, he has lived in the US and Australia and is now based in Norwich, UK.

The creatures are asleep at last. One has been suffering from a colic and keeping the other awake with him. The auctioneer has brought blankets to ward against the night’s slight inclemency and bedded down in the P quarters. The auctioneer has often said that he believes animals take comfort from a human presence in times of illness, as a child would. From my bungalow, in my armchair, in my sitting room, I can see the auctioneer’s lamp blink and flicker.

When I first came to this country to join the company I was confused by the broken topography of the settlement. Even in the old quarter the streets are often unfinished; grand villas stand on their own in dusty paddocks, unconnected by path or lane to the main thoroughfares. Lanes end in boreens that slip into the compact, glossy jungle. There is one tall building in the town, the hotel, and from the roof one has the impression of an island that is sinking slowly, pleasantly into a great, green ocean.

When my wife departed I moved to this bungalow, which is very comfortable in a modest way. I prefer modesty now that humility has been forced upon me. The auctioneer arranged for a cash advance on the balance of those belongings that Ellen did not take with her . . .
In this celebrated debut from prize-winning poet Wioletta Greg, Wiola looks back on her youth in a close-knit, agricultural community in 1980s Poland. Her memories are precise, intense, distinctive, sensual: a playfulness and whimsy rise up in the gossip of the village women, rumored visits from the Pope, and the locked room in the dressmaker’s house, while political unrest and predatory men cast shadows across this bright portrait. In prose that sparkles with a poet’s touch, Wioletta Greg’s debut animates the strange wonders of growing up.

“THIS ENCHANTINGLY ELLIPTICAL FICTION DEBUT SPARKLES WITH A GEM-LIKE QUALITY.” THE GUARDIAN

“The book’s appearance in the U.S. is a great gift . . . Greg’s masterful first novel is charming, seductive, and sinister by turns.”—Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review)

“Wioletta Greg’s first novel shines with a surreal and unsettling vigor. As an award-winning poet, Greg writes with a lyricism that brings alive the charms and dangers of Wiola’s life.”—The Financial Times

“Greg’s debut . . . conveys sensuous detail so delightfully that one feels as though one is eating watermelon outdoors in summer.”—Booklist (Starred Review)

WIOLETTA GREG is a Polish writer; she was born in a small village in 1974 in the Jurassic Highland of Poland, In 2006, she left Poland and moved to the UK. Between 1998–2012 she published six poetry volumes. Her works have been translated into English, Catalan, French, Spanish and Welsh.

ELIZA MARCINIAK is an editor and translator. She lives in London.

“SWALLOWING MERCURY IS BOTH MAGICAL AND SINISTER, A MEMOIR AND A FAIRY TALE AND, LIKE WIOLA, COMPLETELY CAPTIVATING.” THE IRISH NEWS
First published in Kenya in 2014 to critical and popular acclaim, Kintu is a modern classic, a multilayered narrative that reimagines the history of Uganda through the cursed bloodline of the Kintu clan. Divided into six sections, the novel begins in 1750, when Kintu Kidda sets out for the capital to pledge allegiance to the new leader of the kingdom of Buganda. Along the way, he unleashes a curse that will plague his family for generations. In an ambitious tale of a clan and a nation, Makumbi weaves together the stories of Kintu’s descendants as they seek to break from the burden of their shared past and reconcile the inheritance of tradition and the modern world that is their future.

“A SOARING AND SUBLIME EPIC. ONE OF THOSE GREAT STORIES THAT WAS JUST WAITING TO BE TOLD.” MARLON JAMES

“A masterpiece of cultural memory, Kintu is elegantly poised on the crossroads of tradition and modernity.”—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)

“Makumbi takes a sniper’s aim at the themes of virility and power across time. Over the course of six rich sections, she fires not a single gratuitous shot.”—Public Books
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It was odd the relief Kintu felt as he stepped out of his house. A long and perilous journey lay ahead. At the end of the journey was a royal storm—the princes had been fighting for the throne again and weapons had not yet been put away. He could be carried back, his head severed from his shoulders—commoners tended to lose their heads when royals fought. Yet, Kintu Kidda, Ppookino of Buddu Province, was glad to step away from his home.

It was Babirye, his other wife. Kintu had last seen her in the morning, taking the goats to feed on banana peels. Her eyes were angry and he had looked away. Kintu had never found respite in Babirye’s eyes, not even on their wedding day. He thought of the fabled men who unwittingly married spirits but then dismissed the thought. Babirye was not a demon, just a dreadful woman. He shooed her out of his mind. It would be unwise to carry the extra weight of a glowering wife on this journey.

He paused at the threshold of Mayirika, his principal residence. The world was still. A spray of young stars streaked the sky on his right. On the left, a few lone ones, elderly, blinked tiredly. Around him, the midnight air was cold and calm. Darkness was thick. Fireflies tried to puncture it—on, off, on, off—in vain. Kintu was satisfied with . . .
Life changes at the orphanage the day seven-year-old Marina shows up. She is different from the other girls; at once an outcast and object of fascination. As Marina struggles to find her place, she invents a game whose rules are dictated by a haunting violence. Written in hypnotic, lyrical prose, alternating between Marina’s perspective and the choral we of the other girls, *Such Small Hands* evokes the pain of loss and the hunger for acceptance.

“BARBA IS INTENSELY ALIVE TO THE SHIFTING, EVEN JANUS-FACED NATURE OF STRONG FEELING.”

*SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE*

“Each one of these pages is exquisite.”—*Music & Literature*

“A lyrically rich and devastating portrayal of adolescent struggle.”—*ZYZZYVA*

“A darkly evocative work about young girls, grief, and the unsettling, aching need to belong.”—*Kirkus Reviews* (Starred Review)

**ANDRÉS BARBA** is the one the most lauded contemporary Spanish writers. He is the author of twelve books. In addition to literary fiction, he has written essays, poems, books of photography, and translations of De Quincey and Melville.

**LISA DILLMAN** won the 2016 Best Translated Book Award for her translation of Yuri Herrera’s *Signs Preceding the End of the World*. She translates from Spanish and Catalan and teaches in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at Emory University.
Nothing is simple for the men and women in Andrés Barba’s stories. As they go about their lives, they are each tested by a single, destructive obsession. A runner puts his marriage at risk while training for a marathon; a teenager can no longer stand the sight of meat following her parents’ divorce; a man suddenly fixates on the age difference between him and his younger male lover. In four tightly wound novellas, Andrés Barba establishes himself as a master of the form.

“BARBA HAS BECOME AN ESSENTIAL WRITER.”
— RAFAEL CHIRBES

ANDRÉS BARBA is the one the most lauded contemporary Spanish writers. He is the author of twelve books. In addition to literary fiction, he has written essays, poems, books of photography, and translations of De Quincey and Melville.

LISA DILLMAN won the 2016 Best Translated Book Award for her translation of Yuri Herrera’s Signs Preceding the End of the World. She translates from Spanish and Catalan and teaches in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at Emory University.

Monday everything looked the same from the bank’s office window. A Coca-Cola sign flashed on and off, as did the recently hung lights announcing the imminent advent of Christmas. He had heard something about an office party and, although he’d said he would go—declining would have launched a desperate search for excuses—they knew, as he did, that it had been years since he had last liked Alberto’s jokes (always the same, whispered to the new secretary or the newest female graduate to be hired), Andrés’s toasts and Sandra’s conversations about the kids. The fact that he was the oldest employee at the office allowed him to decline those invitations . . .
A tin man ponders the mysteries of death as a heart starts to take charge of his limbs, while in a place not so far away a boy tries to play the piano like Margarita, the teacher’s cruel and beautiful niece. In stories filled with violence and tenderness, love and disconnection, Carlos Yushimito’s long-anticipated debut explores the subtle space of estrangement.

"CARLOS YUSHIMITO IS ONE OF THE FEW WRITERS IN LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE TODAY CREATING NEW WAYS TO LOOK AT THE WORLD."

YURI HERRERA

"Yushimito is a rising star in contemporary Spanish fiction.”
— Carles Geli, El País

"The new generation is represented by Carlos Yushimito, the author of a fascinating and unique set of stories set in an imagined, timeless Brazil constructed from hearsay and literature.”
— Diario El Comercio

CARLOS YUSHIMITO was born in Lima, Peru, in 1977. In 2010, he was chosen by Granta as one of the Best Young Spanish Language Novelists. He recently joined the University of California, Riverside, faculty after receiving a PhD from Brown University.


Zé Antunes says the best sales pitch for an appliance store like ours is to have all the televisions tuned to the Discovery Channel. "It’s like this,” he says, “imagine we air a rock concert or a soccer game: parents will associate the television set with drugs or wasted leisure time. If we put a movie on, a forty something married woman with university age children will remember with nostalgia and resentment that her husband rarely takes her to the movies anymore.”
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